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With arched and sunset-colored alcoves and the impact of marine cobalt blue peeking through the built-in walls, this transport apartment by French company Batiik Studio is how Santorini appears through the glass it looks like. But it's creepy on the seventh floor of Paris. But perhaps more surprising than its appearance or locale is the
scale: if you go to work at less than 120 square feet in total and pause to take it in for a minute, the space is minutes by some means. It's just good because you only stay overnight or two nights. Yes it's you. Benichou was inspired by Morocco before Greece when the owner of the apartment approached Batic Studios principal Rebecca
Benicou and turned a quarter of this former maid into a short-term rental hosted via Airbnb, but no one can see it, she added with a laugh. She and her co-ed, Sarah Chaieb, were tasked with choosing a design that stood out among the other endless rental options in the popular city. They decided on a muted color scheme: a crisp white
on most of the walls, a pale terracotta showing a built-in kitchenette, and a trio of built-in arches to accommodate the aforementioned bold but almost hidden blue, and the most functional components of the space. Futons will play the same coffee table two-night stand game with one living room and bedroom anchor and sage green IKEA
side table. Can your drop leaf table do this? Closet houses were placed on different archways and bedways. Like a pop-up book page, an ingenious cafe table can be extracted from one of the walls, and Santorini Blue peeks when it is locked in place. The tv is hidden in the cabinet above. The great part is that they squeeze so much into
such a small space, as well as all the made-to-order cabinets are closed and you don't know it was in the first place. The pendant light is floss. When you view properties published on January 1, 1970, consider the following: Administrators should also have a checklist to list some of these items. If you don't see anyone listed - LIST IT!
Keep a copy for your records - I can't stress this enough. If a repair is required, get the date of the repair as well - in writing!The things to check and write are as follows, usually in the checklist provided by the manager. If your manager doesn't provide a checklist, print it out for use. Is there a light in the common area outside the
apartment? (Look for staining and mold.) Is the external area well maintained?If there are more than three levels of handrests, is the porch safe? Is there at least one window or sky window that can be opened? Does the sink and other piping fixtures work well? And flush the toilet. Turn on the bathroom fan and see if it's working. Is the
floor in good condition, easy to clean? Is it curled? (A good test for the nomi is to wear white socks, take off your shoes and scuft your feet along the carpet - then look for a little creature in your socks.) Electricity and water If you have a water heater in your unit, is it air-watered to the outside? (It shouldn't be in your bathroom or bedroom.)
Are there any electrical outlets, switches, or appliances that do not work properly? Does the general heating system work? Will the basement be flooded or will walls and ceilings leak? The conditions caused by the tenant must be corrected by the tenant, not by the breach of warranty. The home owner may not enforce lease provisions or
other contracts that violate the tenant's guarantee of habitability. Unsanitary conditions should be reported to the health office of the Ministry of County Health. Questions about the risk of buildings and fires should be reported to the municipal building inspector or fire department.Make your notes on the checklist, sign the owner or
manager, date it, and mail a copy. If the repair was not made, there is evidence that the administrator knew about the problem. In addition, this copy warrants the inspector of the court or department of health you have tried to fix the problem. Be sure to include the following information in all characters: your name your apartment number
your phone number - work, home, mobile phone. The date you sent the letter - (This documents your attempt to fix the problem and looked favorably by the court if you have to pursue legal action.) Description of the problem or repair that you want to create. The date of action - which is reasonable here - gives your home owner at least
five days to repair the problem unless it is a matter of health and safety. If the fever does not work or the toilet does not flow, request a repair immediately or report the problem to the Department of Health. Sometimes being nice doesn't do repairs - in which case you can contact the appropriate agency. Before contacting a lawyer or agent,
make sure you are firm with your owner and have asked for repairs many times. Make sure that the home owner knows that you will contact the appropriate agency. This usually remembers them to make repairs. Whether you've just graduated from college or just grown up in your parents' home, at some point you'll take part in the
inevitable ritual of becoming an adult: rent your first apartment. But finding a new set of bargains is not easy, especially if you've never done it. Where do you see? It's a difficult step, but it's what you can take with proper preparation. Here are some tips to call your own new location right away. So, the pad of your dreams is already fleshed
out in your head. You've even started visualizing the placement of furniture, but you may not be thinking too much about where the apartment is. Fortunately, thanks to the power of the Internet, there is no shortage of sites to help you search. Look for and consider an apartment:
Craigslist.orgApartments.comHotPads.comRent.comZumper.com You can look for apartments on these sites within a specific area within the price range you specify. Of course, always be aware of potential online scams if you are looking for something on the web. Do not provide personal information without first looking at the apartment.
If you're not sure where to start your search, ask a friend or family first. Someone may know that there is a vacant room in a particular building you like. Do your own explorations as well. If you get a neighborhood recommendation that you've never spent much time on, take a drive there and walk around a bit. You can get the feel of many
neighborhoods very quickly, especiallyYou're walking. Not only that, some buildings may find open apartments that are advertised on the streets without worrying about online advertising. Looking for an apartment may seem like an easy part, but there's a lot to consider in the process. Where you live can affect your environment and mood
as well as your finances. In the end, you want to find the right apartment for you, so consider these factors: apartment/living situation type: what kind of apartment are you looking for? Learn how to quickly find important information about your apartment, including squares, amenities, natural light, parking, and public transport options.
Neighborhood: Each neighborhood has its own unique personality and wants to find something jive to suit your lifestyle and values. Do you prefer more urban and suburban things, want to get closer to art and cultural centers, or live near parks and nature reserves? Your main concern is choosing a neighborhood that best meets your
lifestyle, but you also need to be aware of how the neighborhood you choose will affect the cost of renters' insurance and car insurance. Property Management: Many multi-family homes have property managers who handle residents' problems. In some cases, you may want to live on-site. Check out the property management company
reviews online and make sure they act for your best interests. When you find the apartment of your dreams, it's time to apply. Get the application from a real estate management company or home owner and fill it out as soon as possible. A good apartment will go faster, so you'll want to complete the documents quickly. Typically, you need
to enter basic personal information and provide certain documents as part of the application. These documents may include: PaystubsBank Statement Driver's License Employment History Rental History Override Reference Application Fee in the end, these documents will help you prove that you are a viable candidate for the apartment.
The home owner wants to know that you have a good character reference, stable employment, income covering rent easily, and a lifestyle suitable for an apartment. Unfortunately, just because you sign up for an apartment doesn't mean you get it. In some cases, it may be rejected due to credit or income. Co-signers will help you
overcome these credit and income limits, but make sure you don't borrow beyond your means. Before you make a payment, make sure that you understand what your eligibility requirements are.The application fee for the apartment. Please wait after submitting your application using the required documentation. It may take several days or
more, depending on the requirements, to obtain the approval of the apartment. Once approved, the home owner or real estate management company will usually call you to let you know. The next step is to make it yourself by securing the apartment and putting a security deposit. The general amount of the deposit is one month's rent.
However, this figure is entirely up to the real estate management company, so the exact amount of the deposit depends on one apartment. Please note that a security deposit will be held in case of damage to the property upon exit. If the apartment is in good condition when it leaves, it is likely to get it back, but the concept of good
condition is another factor that varies depending on one real estate management company. If you want to get back as much deposit as possible, check your company's online review to see what your ex-tenant swallowed during the move inspection. On top of the deposit, you need to put the rent for your first month, and in some cases,
you should also put last month's rent. Therefore, if the rent is .800, the cost of moving in may seem like .800 + first month's rent + last month's rent of 800 dollars. The home owner or management company is expected to pay these expenses in cash at the time of moving in. When the moving costs are covered, you will need to sign an
apartment lease. A lease is a contract between the lesser (owner, the owner, the owner, etc.) and the lesseer (tenant, in this case, the customer). You can also hear a lease called a lease. A lease agreement is usually presented after a credit check has already been completed and property management has decided to accept you as a
tenant. A lease agreement is a document that outlines all of the fine printed matter, such as: Deposits and Fees: This section, along with the first month of rent, should explain what payments are expected. It also details fees in case of violation of the lease terms, such as charges in place for credit and background checks performed, and
moving before the lease is initiated. Occupancy limit: This refers to the number of tenants that can live in your home. Maintenance: This section details which repairs in the unit are responsible for management and which are responsible for them. Pets: Pets are not allowed in some buildings. Some pets allow pets under a certain size or
weight. This section describes these regulations and how to obtain pet approval. Rent: Amount to be paidOther rules and policies of the apartment are outlined in the lease: the interval by the tenant and the interval at which those payments are expected (usually the first period of the month). This includes places where tenants can smoke,
and types of items that are allowed to be thrown away in complex trash cans when quiet time begins every night. Tenant conditions: The period during which the tenant remains and is expected to continue paying rent. Tenant conditions vary, but generally vary from month to month, six months, or one year. Utilities: Leases often describe
the utilities that are included in your rent, and the utilities you need to pay for yourself. It is important to check all the terms and conditions of the rental contract, so you know your position. The lease agreement functions as a legal document to protect both parties. Signing a lease is legally binding to stick to the terms of the lease, including
monthly rent payments. Now that the lease has been signed and the deposit has been paid, your home owner can give you the key and move-in date and have a sweet house in your own home. Renting your first apartment can be an exciting and difficult task, especially if you've never done it before. The more you prepare, the smoother
your apartment hunt will be. Do your research and know what you're looking for, and once you find your dream apartment, you'll have cash ready to expand quickly. Dream.
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